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r_rG_aenjb!_ Tiie Secratary-Gciieral H.E. Mr. M.'N. Katapodis,
Permanent Representative off . .
Greece to the United Nations

, . „. T _ , , .1'ir. li.J. Gobbi

Ambassador jyatapodia said that he had ccnte to. express the

concern of his Government at. reports that the Turkish Cypriots

might not make any proposals on the territorial question in the

intercoramunol talks.

'i'he, Secretary-General Daid that he had received encouraging

indications fraa Ankara in this regard. He believed that Foreign

Minister Turkmen would achieve what he had promised to do.

Katapodis believed that; if the Turkish Cypriot proposalc on

territory vere constructive, the Greek Cypriots vould also be

constructive in their proposals on constitution.!
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CONFIDENTIAL

Notes on a meeting between the Secretary-General and
the Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of
Greece on Monday, 7 November 1977

Present: Constantinos Stavropoulos, Under-Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs of Greece

Ambassador George Papoulias

The Secretary-General
Roberto E. Guyer

After some initial comments, Stavropoulos asked the

Secretary-General how he saw the Cyprus situation. The

Secretary-General gave a synthesis of the issue and added

that, when he had mentioned to Foreign Minister Caglayangil

the need to find a solution to the various questions, he had

also included the territorial problem. The Turkish Foreign

Minister had enquired why one mentioned percentages in the

territorial question instead of areas; the latter would be

better.

The Secretary-General replied to the Turkish Foreign

Minister that the important matter was to get the negotiating

process going. If Turkey thought that areas were better than

percentages, this could be considered. Foreign Minister

Caglayangil had affirmed that they were willing to have meaningful

talks. He had already mentioned their willingness and did not

see the need to put it in writing.

With regard to the forthcoming Greek Cypriot elections,

the Secretary-General referred to Foreign Minister Christophides'

opinion that they would have no bearing on the negotiations.

Stavropoulos concurred.

Stavropoulos remarked that the problem with the Turks

was that there was never a follow-up. Furthermore, the United

States and the Nine considered that the moment had come to give

A--
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the Turks the impression that there is understanding for

their cause, and in this way persuade them to be more

co-operative. He personally believed that this idea would

not work.

The Secretary-General remarked that he was co-operating

with the United States and the Nine in trying to reach an

adequate solution, but he does not share any undue optimism.

He does not think that it would make any sense, at the present

time, to convene the talks before the end of the year.

Papoulias mentioned the possibility that various Western

States abstain in the General Assembly in order to facilitate

the Turkish position. The only achievement by so doing would

be to help the leftist forces in Cyprus in the forthcoming

elections.

The Secretary-General reiterated his willingness to

convene the talks at any moment if there was a possibility of

a substantive progress, but this did not seem likely before

the end of the year. Furthermore, it sometimes looked as if

the parties were doing him a favour by having those talks,

which was certainly not the case. If anybody recommends

another solution, as, for example, an international conference

or a special committee sent by the Security Council, it would

be perfectly agreeable to him. Both Stavropoulos and Papoulias

concurred that the best solution would be to continue with

the Secretary-General's efforts.

The meeting ended with expressions of a general intention

to keep in contact for any further developments.
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Meeting in the Secretary-General's Office
on Monday, 3 October 1977 at 9 a.m.

Present: Secretary-General

Foreign Minister Bitsios

Ambassador Papoulias

Mr. Urquhart

The Secr et a ry-Genera1 commented on the Hew York Times

story on Mr. Bitsios' talks with Mr. Caglayangil and said he

welcomed the intention of the two governments to support a

renewal of the intercommunal talks.

Mr. Bitsios said that he had been told that Turkey was

not prepared to go ahead and had explained to Mr. Vance the

reasons for which the negotiations were blocked. Mr. Vance

had said that there were indications that something might be

done as far as Ankara was concerned. Mr. Bitsios had therefore

had lunch with Mr. Caglayangil on Saturday (1 October).

The meeting had been very negative. When he had raised the

territorial question Mr. Caglayangil had said that the Greeks

were making preconditions. He pointed out that President

Makarios had accepted a bi-zonal federation and 20%-80%

split of the territory and now it was a question of bargaining.

Either the Turkish Foreign Minister might give some indications

or he should instruct his negotiator to sit down and bargain.

Mr. Caglayangil had said that Denktash had proposed 38%

which Mr. Bitsios had said was not serious. He had also asked

why the Greek side had insisted on linking the population

proportions to the territorial division, citing Libya and the

USSR as enormous countries with small populations. Mr. Caglayangil

had said that he saw no reason why the United States should be

involved and had suggested sitting down around a table with the

Greeks. Bitsios had refused. As regards the communique after

the meeting he had said that Greece was in favour of the inter-

communal talks, but that it was up to the Secretary-General to

take the initiative. In any case, Cyprus had already made a

proposal on 23 August. The New York Times story was wrong,

as Mr. Bitsios had not said that he would encourage the parties
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to renew the talks.

The Secretary-General said that Mr. Christophides had

undertaken to resume the talks if they were meaningful and this

was also his position. The territorial aspect must be discussed.

He proposed to ask Mr. Caglayangil if Turkey was ready to discuss

the territorial question. • If so it would be possible to have

another round of talks in New York. Mr. Vance had indicated

that Caglayangil was ready to give assurances about discussing

the territorial question. There was a tendency in Washington

and among the Group of Nine to create the impression that there

was some movement and that therefore there should be another

round. However, he required serious undertakings that the next

round would be meaningful.

Mr. Bitsios said that he was doubtful that it was possible

to resume the intercommunal talks in the present circumstances.

If the Cyprus debate in the Assembly took place in early November

there would be time to have another round before Christmas. The

Greek Cypriots were in a constructive frame of mind and he

had urged them to be restrained. As regards assurances, Turkey

could give a commitment to the United States, the European Nine

or the Secretary-General that the territorial question would

be discussed.

The Secretary-General said that if they agreed to substantive

talks on territory that would be the basis for a further round

of talks.

Mr. Bitsios expressed his and Mr. Karamanlis1 appreciation

and gratitude for the time and energy the Secretary-General

had given to the Cyprus question and they would give him all

their support if he decided to take a stronger initiative.

The Secretary-General said if he was to remain useful

to all the parties he could not go too fast or too far.

75.SŜ ^̂ ^
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UNITED NATIONS
Information Centre for Greece.

Israel and Cyprus

Telephones: 3229-624 - 3234-208
Cables: ATHOMNIPRESSE ATHENS
Telex: 21 5611 OMNI GR

Mr. Kurt Waldheim,
Secretary General,
United Nations,,
N.Y. 10017.

C

NATIONS UNIES ,,
Centre d'Information pour la Grece,

Israel et Chypre

D E N T I A L

36, Amalias Avenue

ATHENS 119 - Greece

February 25, 1977

Dear Mr, Secretary General,

I have the honour to transmit to you the following
communication from the Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs Mr.
C.Stavropoulost

The Greek Government is"extremely satisfied" that the
handling of the Cyprus issue remains under Your auspices.

At the same time, Mr. C. Stavropoulos told me that
Greece will be happy to help in any way she can to promote issues
- outside the Cyprus problem - in which you may be personally
interested.

Respectfully and, as always,

Sincerely yours,

*» /r ĉ
S. N. Granitsas .
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'RLE NO.

ACTION
TO

I T H A N K YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TELEGRAM DATED DECEMBER

14 1976 BY W H I C H YOU KI6SOLYTRANSMITTED TO ME THE T£.\T OF

THE' RESOLUTIOM 401 (1375) OF THE SECURITY CO U N C I L I M V E R Y

GRATIFIED THAT THE COUNCIL REQUESTED O N C E A J A I K YOUR

EXCELLENCY TO COKTIKUE HI3 MISSION OF (JOOD OFFICES T O W A R D S A JUST

AMD LASTING SOLUTION TO THE CYPRUS PROBLEM

BEST WISHES W A R M REGARDS

OIMITRIOS BITSIOSLLLLLVrt
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S E C U R I T Y

C O U N C I L 10 August 19T6

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

LETTER DATED 10 AUGUST 1976 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF
GREECE TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE

SECURITY COUNCIL

Upon instructions of my Government, I have the honour to bring to your
attention that following recent repeated flagrant violations by Turkey of the
sovereign rights of Greece on its continental shelf in the Aegean, a dangerous
situation has been created threatening international peace and security.

Consequently, the Greek Government is asking for an urgent meeting of the
Security Council, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Charter.

At the same time, Greece requests to participate in the discussion of the
Security Council, in accordance with rule 37 of the provisional rules of procedure
of the Security Council.

(Signed) George PAPOULIAS
Ambassador,

Permanent Representative of Greece
to the United Nations

76-15292
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. . New York, August I0th, 1976

Your Excellency,

I have the honour to bring to your attention the

following statement made by the Prime Minister of Greece, His

Excellency Mr. Constantine Caramanlis on the 9th instant

regarding the recent repeated flagrant violations by Turkey

of the sovereign rights of Greece on its continental shelf in

the Aegean Sea:

" I regret that I am forced to address myself today to the
Greek and international public opinion in order to denounce
the provocative and arbitrary attitude of Turkey in her
relations with Greece.

Since the day before yesterday, Turkey has been conducting
seismological explorations with the vessel "SISMIK-I" on
the Aegean continental shelf which Greece considers her own.

Turkey has proceeded to this despite the fact that Greece
has proposed-and Turkey has accepted-the regulation of the
question of the continental shelf through peaceful proce-
dures, and-there are, indeed, peaceful procedures which
Turkey could have followed without damage to her interests.

It is well known that the sole international act which
regulates the question of the continental shelf is the
Geneva convention of 1958. Basic provisions of this Convention
have become binding also for countries that have not
signed the convention-such as Turkey-and that has been
accepted in a relevant decision by the international court
at the Hague.

It is this convention which Greece is invoking, and it is
on this convention that Greece is basing her rights. Turkey
does not recognize this convention
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and invokes other legal arguments in order to support her
own rights.

Greece has never claimed, as the Turkish Government is
charging, that the Aegean is a closed Greek sea. Neither
is she denying that Turkey, as a coastal country, also has
certain rights in this sea. But Turkey, exaggerating these
rights and denying their delineation through legitimate
.procedures, has created the dispute between the two countries
regarding the continental shelf.

In order to settle this dispute peacefully, the Greek >
Government, as referred to above, proposed to the Turkish
Government on 27 January 1975, to refer jointly to the
International court at the Hague the question of delineating
the Aegean continental shelf, Turkey accepted this Greek pro-
posal in principle, on 7 February 1975. This agreement in
principle between the two countries was confirmed during my
meeting with the Turkish Prime Minister in Brussels ont3l
May 1975, as indicated in the relevant joint communique.
However, the Turks did not keep this agreement^ Since fctay
1975, three meetings of experts have been held, but it was
not possible even to discuss the necessary document for the
joint recourse to the court at the Hague, because the Turks
have refused to dp so.

In addition to this peaceful procedure which Greece had
proposed, the international conference on the Law of the Sea
is currently in progress and Turkey may project her views and
seek to protect the filterests which she is invoking within the
framework of this conference, rather than take recourse to
dangerous acts such as the mission of its "SISMIK-I™.

Beyond all that, the Greek Government has undertaken broader
initiatives in order to facilitate the settlement of her re-
lations with Turkey. On 17 April 1976, I proposed to Turkey
the conclusion of an agreement of non-aggression and peaceful
solution of our differences. The purpose of my proposal was to
create the proper climate in the relations of the two countries
that would enable the examination of our differences in an
atmosphere free of threats and pressures. This proposal of
mine Turkey also accepted in theory, but rejected in practice.
Reversing the logical order of things, she claims that the
non-aggression agreement must be concluded after the solution
of our differences. But what meaning would the conclusion of
such an agreement then have?
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Fronx all the above it appears there is a lack of good faith on
the part of Turkey. While contending that she is accepting the
peaceful procedures we have proposed to her, she is rejecting
them in essence and seeks the unilateral and arbitraty imposition
of her own views.

To the series of high-handed acts which began with the tragedy
of Cyprusfhas been now added, as referred to above, the recent
act of "SISMIK-I" in the Aegean, at a time when contacts
between the two countries on the question of the continental
shelf were continuing. This act constitutes.high-handedness,
even if it were supposed-as Turkey is claiming-that it is no attack
on Greek rights since the explorations are being conducted in
areas still being disputed. It is precisely this fact which
should have compelled Turkey to seek a delineation of the
continental shelf.

In order to ccMruse international public opinion, the Turkiteh
Government is claiming that it is not attacking foreign rights
since it is conducting its exploration in international waters.
But it is well known that international waters are one thing,
and the continental shelf is another t T:he latter begins
precisely at the end of the territorial waters and extends out
into international waters.

Until today, Greece has scrupulously avoided any provocation in
her relations with Turkey, has maintained a moderate and
peaceful attitude, and has respected the rules of international
law. Certain of her rights are now being attacked and she is
.compelled to protect them.

Loyal to the charter of the United Nations, Greece is avoiding
having recourse to force, hoping that the differences will be
settled through peaceful procedures.

Thus, at the present phase, the Greek Government:

First, today (Monday) addressed a new note of protest to the
Turkish Government for its arbitrary act.

Second, is appealing to the Security Council in order to avert
the danger of disturbing the peace, which is being seriously
threatened.

Third, is appealing unilaterally to the international court
at the Hague in order to obtain a legal and scientific



clarification of its differences with Turkey/ and thereby a delineation
of the Aegean continental shelf.

I hope that there are responsible men in Turkey who are aware
that insistence on a policy of high-handedness will lead, sooner
or later, to an adventure whose victims will be the peoples
of both our countries."

I should be grateful if you would kindly have this letter

circulated as a document of the Security Council.

Please accept/ Excellency/ the assurances of my highest

consideration.

George Papoulias

Ambassador,
Permanent Representative of Greece
to the United Nations

H.E. Mr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary General of the
United Nations
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S/12168
10 August 1976

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

LETTER DATED 10 AUGUST 1976 FROM THE PERMMEJIT REPRESENTATIVE OF
GREECE TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

I have the honour to bring to your attention the following statement made by
the Prime Minister of Greece, His Excellency'Mr. Constantine Cararaanlis, on 9 instant
regarding the recent repeated flagrant violations by Turkey of the sovereign rights
of Greece on its continental shelf in the Aegean Sea:

"I regret that I am forced to address myself today to Greek and
international public opinion in order to denounce the provocative and
arbitrary attitude of Turkey in her relations with Greece.

"Since the day before yesterday, Turkey has been conducting seismological
explorations with the vessel SISMIK-I on the Aegean continental shelf, which
Greece considers her own.

"Turkey has proceeded to this despite the fact that Greece has proposed -
and Turkey has accepted - the regulation of the question of the continental
shelf through peaceful procedures, and there are, indeed, peaceful procedures
which Turkey could have followed without damage to her interests.

"it is well known that the sole international act which regulates the
question of the continental shelf is the Geneva Convention of 1958. Basic
provisions of this Convention have become binding also for countries that have
not signed the Convention - such as Turkey - and that has been accepted in a
relevant decision by the international court at The Hague.

"It is this Convention which Greece is invoking, and it is on this
Convention that Greece is basing her rights. Turkey does not recognize this
Convention and invokes other legal arguments in order to support her own rights.

"Greece has never claimed, as the Turkish Government is charging, that the
Aegean is a closed Greek sea. Neither is she denying that Turkey, as a
coastal country, also has certain rights in this sea. But Turkey, exaggerating
these rights and denying their delineation through legitimate procedures, has
created the dispute between the two countries regarding the continental shelf.

"In order to settle this dispute peacefully, the Greek Government, as
referred to above, proposed to the Turkish Government on 27 January 1975, to
refer jointly to the International Court at The Hague the question of

76-15306
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delineating the Aegean continental shelf. Turkey accepted this Greek
proposal, in principle, on 7 February 1975. This agreement in principle
"between the two countries was confirmed during my meeting with the Turkish
Prime Minister in Brussels on 31 May 1975, as indicated in the relevant joint
communique. However, the Turks did not keep this agreement. Since May 1975,
three meetings of experts have been heldj but it was not possible even to
discuss the necessary document for the joint recourse to the Court at The
Hague, because the Turks have refused to do so.

"In addition to this peaceful procedure which Greece had proposed, the
international Conference on the Law of the Sea is currently in progress, and
Turkey may project her views and seek to protect the interests which she is
invoking within the framework of this Conference rather than take recourse to
dangerous acts such as the mission of her SISMIK-I.

"Beyond all that 3 the Greek Government has undertaken broader initiatives
in order to facilitate the settlement of her relations with Turkey. On
17 April 1976S I proposed to Turkey the conclusion of an agreement of
non-aggression and peaceful solution of our differences. The purpose of my
proposal was to create the proper climate in the relations of the two countries
that would enable the examination of our differences in an atmosphere free of
threats and pressures. This proposal of mine Turkey also accepted in theory
but rejected in practice. Reversing the logical order of things, she claims
that the non-aggression agreement must be concluded after the solution of our
differences. But what meaning would the conclusion of such an agreement then
have?

"From all the above it appears there is a lack of good faith on the part
of Turkey. While contending that she is accepting the peaceful procedures
we have proposed to her, she is rejecting them in essence and seeks the
unilateral and arbitrary imposition of her own views.

"To the series of high-handed acts which began with the tragedy of
Cyprus has been now addeda as referred to above, the recent act of SISMIK-I
in the Aegean9 at a time when contacts between the two countries on the
question of the continental shelf were continuing. This act constitutes
high-handedness, even if it were supposed - as Turkey is claiming - that it is
no attack.on Greek rights, since the explorations are being conducted in areas
still being disputed. It is precisely this fact which should have compelled
Turkey to seek a delineation of the continental shelf.

"In order to confuse international public opinion, the Turkish
Government is claiming that it is not attacking foreign rights, since it is
conducting its exploration in international waters. But it is well known that
international waters are one thing, and the continental shelf is another. The
latter begins precisely at the end of the territorial waters and extends out
into international waters.
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"Until today, Greece has scrupulously avoided any provocation in her
relations with Turkey., has maintained a moderate and peaceful attitude and has
respected the rules of international law. Certain of her rights are now being
attacked, and she is compelled to protect them.

"Loyal to the Charter of the United Nations, Greece is avoiding having
recourse to force, hoping that the differences will be settled through
peaceful procedures.

"Thus, at the present phase, the Greek Government:

"First, today (Monday) addressed a new note of protest to the
Turkish Government for its arbitrary act;

"Second, is appealing to the Security Council in order to avert the
danger of disturbing the peace, which is being seriously threatened;

"Third, is appealing unilaterally to the International Court at The
Hague in order to obtain a legal and scientific clarification of its
differences with Turkey and thereby a delineation of the Aegean
continental shelf.

"I hope that there are responsible men in Turkey who are aware that
insistence on a policy of high-handedness will lead, sooner or later, to an
adventure whose victims will be the peoples of both our countries."

I should be grateful if you would kindly have this letter circulated as a
document of the Security Council.

(Signed) George PAPOULIAS
Ambassador,

Permanent Representative of Greece
to the United Nations
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S/RES/391 (1976)
15 June 1976

RESOLUTION 391 (1976)

Adopted by the Security Council at its 1927th meeting,
on 15 June 1976

The Security Council,

Noting from the report of the Secretary-General of 5 June 1976 (S/12093)
that in existing circumstances the presence of the United Nations Peace-keeping
Force in Cyprus is essential not only to help maintain quiet in the island but
also to facilitate the continued search for a peaceful settlement.

Noting from the report the conditions prevailing in the island,

Noting also from the report that the freedom of movement of the United '
Nations Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus and its civil police (UNCIVPOL) is still
restricted in the north of the island, that progress is being made in discussions
regarding the stationing, deployment and functioning of the United Nations Peace-
keeping Force in Cyprus and expressing the hope that those discussions will lead
speedily to the elimination of all existing difficulties,

Noting further that, in paragraph 70 of his report, the Secretary-General
expresses the view that the best hope of achieving a just and lasting settlement
of the Cyprus problem lies in negotiations between the representatives of the two
communities and that the usefulness of those negotiations depends upon the
willingness of all parties concerned to show the necessary flexibility, taking
into account not only their own interests but also the legitimate aspirations and
requirements of the opposing side,

Expressing its concern at actions which increase tension between the two
communities and tend to affect adversely the efforts towards a just and lasting
peace in Cyprus,

Emphasizing the need for the parties concerned to adhere to the agreements
reached at all previous rounds of the talks held under the auspices of the
Secretary-General and expressing the hope that future talks will be meaningful
and productive,

Noting also the concurrence of the parties concerned in the recommendation by
the Secretary-General that the Security Council extend the stationing of the United
Nations Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus for a further period of. six months,

76-12285 • /..
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Noting that the Government of Cyprus has agreed that in view of the prevailing
conditions in the island it is necessary to keep the Force in Cyprus beyond
15 June 19T6,

1. Reaffirms the provisions of resolution 186 (196U) of h March 196"̂ , as
well as subsequent resolutions and decisions on the establishment and maintenance
of the United Nations Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus and other aspects of the
situation in Cyprus ;

2. Reaffirms once again its resolution 365 (197*0 of 13 December
by which it endorsed General Assembly resolution 3212 (XXIX) , adopted unanimously
on 1 November 197̂ , and calls once again for their urgent and effective "
implementation and that of its resolution 367 (1975);

3. Urges the parties concerned to act with the utmost restraint to refrain
from any unilateral or other action likely to affect adversely the prospects of
negotiations and to continue and accelerate determined co-operative efforts to
achieve the objectives of the Security Council;

k. Extends once more the stationing in Cyprus of the United Nations
Peace-keeping Force, established under Security Council resolution 186 (196*1), for
a further period ending 15 December 1976, -in the expectation that by then sufficient
progress towards a final solution will make possible a withdrawal or substantial
reduction of the Force;

5. Appeals again to all parties concerned to. extend their fullest
co-operation so as to enable the United Nations Peace-keeping Force to perform its
duties effectively;

6. Requests the Secretary-General to continue the mission of good offices
entrusted to him by paragraph 6 of resolution 367 (1975) 9 to keep the Security
Council informed of the progress made and to submit a report on the implementation
of this 're solution by 30 October 1976.



21 May 1976

SG's Office

Ambassador Papoulias (Greece) called to give Mr. Urquhart

the following unofficial reports from various press agencies

on the meeting between Secretary of State Kissinger and

ForeignMinister Bitsios in Oslo;

"After a meeting which lasted more than half an hour ..

Secretary of State Kissinger made the following statement:

'We reviewed Greek-U.S. relations which are excellent

in a very friendly atmosphere. We have also reviewed the

situation in the Eastern Mediterranean and I outlined the

U.S. positic-n, namely that we are in favour of a speedy Cyprus

settlement on the_basis of a resolution of territoriaT~prablems

and constitutional settlements. We have repeatedly declared

that the presenjĥ ejrĵ îa.l̂ r̂ ĝement cannot be permanent

and that new settlements are required which will be honourable

and just for the Island's population. We hope that the

contacts to be held here between the various foreign ministers,
*i ___._

as well as the talks to be held under 'the aegis of the United

Nations Secretary—General, will lead to speedy progress.1

Mr. Bitsios made the following statement:

'As Dr. Kissinger has also said,, we continued in a friendly

atmosphere the talks we had recently in Washington. We reviewed

the situation in the Mediterranean. I briefed Dr. Kissinger on

the recent developments and I was -met with understanding.'"

Ambassador Papoulias suggested that, as Mr. Urquhart was
o

going to be out of the office till later this afternoon, the

press reports be given to the Secretary-General for his

information.

md
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PERMANENT MISSION OF GREECE TO THE UNITED NATIONS

69 EAST 7QTH STREET

NEW YORK, N.Y.IOO2I

9 January 1976

Excellency,

I have the honour to transmit attached hereto

the text of a personal message of the Minister for Foreign

Affairs of Greece, H.E. Mr. D.S. Bitsios, in reply to your

personal message to him of the 7th January 1976.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of

my highest consideration.

George Papoulias
Ambassador

Permanent Representative of Greece
to the United Nations

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
of the United Nations
New York
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DEUEGREECE

PERMANENT MISSION OF GREECE TO THE UNITED NATIONS

69 EAST 79TM STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. IOO2I

9 January 1976

My dear Secretary-General,

I have your communication of 7th January and wish
to thank you for the efforts hitherto deployed with a view
to reviving the intercommunal negotiations on Cyprus. These
efforts have had, of course, the full support of the Greek
Government who share your concern that too much time should j
not be allowed to elapse before the resumption of the talks.

I understand and believe to be in a position to
state that Mr. G. Clerides welcomes your suggestions as pre- i
sented by your Special Representative Mr. Perez de Cuellar |
and that he would be prepared to meet with Mr. Denktash in j
New York under your chairmanship at any date after January |
15, 1976 to resume the negotiations. I also understand that
a statement to that effect has been issued by the spokesman
of the Government of Cyprus on 7th January 1976.

With warmest personal regards,

Yours sincerely,

(Signed)

Dimitri S. Bitsios

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
of the United Nations
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January 1976

Kurt: Waldheim

His Excellency
Mr. Gsorge Papcmlias
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Permanent Representative of Greece to the
United Nations

69 East 79th Street
New York, H.Y. 10021

i

My dear Ambassador,

I should be raost grateful if you would transmit

as soon as possible the attached personal message

frora ne to Foreign Minister Bitsios. II
ij

With kind regards, |j
•Jl

Yours sincerely, ti
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7 January 1976

Dear Mr. Minister,

I wish to refer to the proces verbal relating to

the resumption of talks between the representatives of

the two communities, which was agreed upon by you and

your Turkish colleague in Brussels and which was communi-

cated to rae by the Permanent Representatives of Greece

and Turkey on 19 December 1975.

In this connexion I have since been in touch with

the representatives of the two coismunities in Cyprus

through ray Special Representative, Mr. Perez de Cuellar,

I originally suggested that the talks might resume in

New York on 7.January 1976. When, however, it appeared

that this date was too oarly for both of the represen-

tatives, I raade a further suggestion that the talks might

be resumed in New York on 15 or 16 January. Until now

it was not possible to achieve agreement, either on the

date or on the place of the resumed talks.

I know that you share ray concern that too much time

should not be allowed to elapse before the resumption of

the talks. I should be most grateful, therefore, for

any assistance which you may be able to afford in helping

to remove such remaining obstacles as nay exist on either

side.

His Excellency
Mr. Dimitri S. Bitsios
Minister for Foreign Affairs
of Greece



Although New York is the most convenient meeting place
for me personally, especially in the light of other commit-

ments, including the Security Council neeting on the Middle
East which starts on 12 January, I am prepared to entertain
any agreed suggestions concerning resumption of the talks
and would do my utmost to adjust tsy own programme in order
to raake this possible at the earliest date.

VJith warmest personal regards and good wishes for the

new year.

Yours sincerely.

Kurt Waldheira "

;>hr^Ul-' nox .;;-. V.l.'lr. .•-.•""t.r '.-.l.̂r.'ŝ" "before th- rtŝ :::p-tion o

tiHv- "J-"l'-n. ?'1 ̂t!̂ r«?rr ^e raost aratc-f ul , therefcre, for
•* _ - • - *

ti^-' sr-nlst'-nc-^ '^-"hic'r; vc-vi TT.~''" he able ~^o sf^fcr-/- in hGlt>i

-to rcrac'*'? KUC*": r-

"is Excallency
fir. Di-it.ri ';, Hitsios
Mirxlst^r i'or rcrci~~; -\

" of Greece


